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Here you can find the menu of Federico's Pizza Express Shrewsbury in Shrewsbury. At the moment, there are 16
courses and drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Leigh Maksimik likes

about Federico's Pizza Express Shrewsbury:
ordered a white pie, if u hate good pizza stay away. Because this was probably the best white pie i’ve ever had.

perfect amount of cheese, oil, garlic and cooked perfectly. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can
therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What Stephen Utley doesn't like about

Federico's Pizza Express Shrewsbury:
Went in and ordered my 2 slices and watched two guys stand at the counter eating over the pies on display.i

didn't want to make a issue so I took my slice and left but did bring it to there attention to be told they where not
paying attention.they literally had a conversation as the two guys stood over the pies chomping at there food

over the displayed pies,and as I walked out the guy behind the counter said I should... read more. In Federico's
Pizza Express Shrewsbury, a restaurant with Italian dishes from Shrewsbury, you can expect typical Italian
cuisine, including classics like pizza and pasta, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the flavorful pizza,

baked straight out of the oven in an original manner. You can just get one of the tasty sandwiches, a small salad
or another snack, if you're not that ravenous.
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Appet�er�
EMPANADAS

Desser�
PUTO

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Water
SODA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

PASTA

SOUP

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

PEPPERONI

MEAT

CHEESE

CHICKEN

GARLIC

SAUSAGE
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